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ABSTRACT
Stroke is the number one cause of motor impairment in multiple countries [1]. The
demand and affordability of physiotherapy are factors that prevent access to
rehabilitation. Modern technology has found a successful solution in terms of robotic
exoskeletons for motor impairment and augmented reality for motivation. But often, a
stroke survivor needs motor rehabilitation and motivation to work hand in hand to ensure
the quality of rehabilitation. The objective of this thesis was to study the human
adaptability to augmented reality (AR) and pneumatic soft robotic glove-based
rehabilitation system by recording human subjects’ response during four repetitive
activities of daily living (ADL) tasks done using four game objects in an AR environment
(A bottle, spoon, fidget spinner and slider) in three different modes of assistance. The
results were depicted in terms of 1. task response which shows that mode 1 has the
highest mean percentage response of (98.3%) which indicates that subjects can adapt to
augmented reality at ease, mode 2 and mode 3 have the low mean percentage response
(78.4%, 46.7%) indicating that the hand tracking system needs to improve in terms of
detecting soft robotic glove actuators, object bottle had most task response (90%) and
object spoon had the least task response (45.%) indicating subject adaptation to pick and
place task is higher than pinch and rotate tasks, 2. response trajectory showed that the
subjects at majority, performed the tasks as instructed. 3. time taken for task completion
was highest at mode 1 and lowest at mode 3 indicating the soft robotic there is system
caused a delay as the modes progress. 4. minimum/maximum distance achieved by
subjects depicts the interaction of each subject with respect to task and mode.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Stroke and Its implications.

A stroke is a phenomenon that occurs when the blood vessel responsible for
carrying oxygen and nutrients to the brain is either blocked by a clot or is ruptured which
leads to the death of brain cells that were unable to receive oxygen via blood [1]. There
are two types of strokes namely, Ischemic stroke and hemorrhagic stroke. Brain cells that
do not get the minimum required blood flow become ischemic which can cause failure of
membrane pumps and swelling of brain tissues. Whereas hemorrhagic stroke as the
name implies, happen due to rupture of blood cells which can cause leakage of blood
which causes direct damage to the brain. The impact of stroke depends on three factors:
location of the brain where the stroke took place, type of stroke, and severity of the stroke
[2]. Strokes can also be distinguished into stages such as acute, subacute, and chronic
by the duration passed where acute classifies less than a month, subacute implies
between one and six months, chronic implies more than six months [3].
Research shows that attention impairments, functioning and information
processing speed impairments are noted as most common in stroke survivors [5]. These
effects are measured using a combination of stroke scales such as National Institute of
Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS), Barthel index scores etc. which quantify the effects of
stroke in patients. These scales measure physical abilities in terms of ranges (the NIHSS
scale measures physical abilities in a range of 0-4, Fugl-Meyer Assessment scale
measures motor functions in the range of 0-3) [5]. Physiotherapists use different stroke
scales for patient’s vital information and other data to come up with a rehabilitation regime
1

to improve the bodily functions of a patient post stroke. The effects of stroke can improve
overtime, but it is shown in several research documents that rehabilitation within the first
three months post stroke can drastically improve recovery from stroke related
impairments [6,7].
Diminished sensorimotor control of the hand is one of the most common outcomes
following stroke [6]. This hand/wrist impairment substantially impacts overall function and
quality of life.
1.2.

Post-stroke rehabilitation

The most common method of post stroke rehabilitation as mentioned is to consult
a physiotherapist who develops a plan according to patient information in terms of stroke
scale and vitals. While physiotherapy has proven effective in rehabilitation. Research
shows that technologies such as virtual and augmented reality are more economic, and
motivating compared to conventional physiotherapy [8].
Rehabilitation of the hand is embarked by following/abiding by three
characteristics- coordination, strength, and range of motion. To reach these back to
original or almost original state prior to the stroke, physiotherapists recommend exercises
inspired by activities of daily living. Since we perform certain activities involving our wrist
daily, those exercises become repetitive. This is called repetitive task therapy [9].
Physiotherapists also use certain tests to guide them with various kinds of motor functions
to be done so that they can assign daily tasks accordingly.
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Fugl-Meyer Assessment test is one such test where different attributes such as
flexion and extension are rated on a scale from 0 to 3 where 0 is rigid or close to rigidity
and 3 is maximum motion of wrist.

Figure 1: Daily tasks assigned according to the Fugl-Meyer Assessment scale.
While physiotherapists are most preffered for rehabilitation, technology such as soft
robotic glove has also been able to make strides in rehabilitation.
One of the most successful rehabilitation aid available for wrist rehabilitation are
robotic hands/gloves [11]. The latest trend in wrist robotics is to use fluid actuators either
on humanoid robots [12] or on a glove (soft-robotic glove/wrist exoskeleton). The
advantage provides by the soft- robotic glove is constant pressure which can be controlled
according to the patients needs [13]. While performing repetitive task therapy with the
glove the patient can get either full support by the glove or gain support based on intent
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analysis (gesture based). This allows the patient personalized recovery which has proven
to show remarkable improvement during the acute phase of post-stroke recovery.
While many solutions are available for wrist rehabilition, one of the most important
componants of post stroke recovery is motivation and positive mindset [14]. Which can
be difficult to attain due to the effects of stroke, especially when the individual is left
impaired post stroke. The monotony of exericises can seem like a ‘task to complete’ by
the subjects which can cause lack of enthusiasm towards daily therapy[15]. Research
suggests that gaming technology such as virtual and augmented reality has been able to
make the rehabilitation experience enticing for subjects across varying age groups, not
just children [16]. When an individual plays a game and passes a level or scores a goal
they tend to get a sense of achievement/fullfillment which enables them to keep playing
until they are able to play the game better. This enthusiasm for rehabilitation in the form
of a game has been proven to work under several studies [17].
1.3.

Virtual reality vs augmented reality.

Virtual reality is a computer generated simulation of external environment where a
person can interact with objects in a ‘real’ way [18]. Augmented reality on the other hand
superimposes simulated images into the real world via a camera which can make a
person feel like they are interacting with the object in real world. VR (virtual reality) has
been extensively used and proven to be effective in stroke treatment. Its effectiveness
can be measured in terms of patient motivation to perform rehabilitation therapy [19] but
VR has certain limitations one of the most critical limitations are hand tracking. Hand
tracking is crutial to understand the response of the experiment while we can operate the
game using the hand the meshing of the hand can cause disturbance in truly
4

understanding/tracking hand response. Some researchers have also proven that there is
a sense of body discontinuity while using VR hands, although the disparity diminishes
overtime. The period in which the patient gets used to can occupy most of the acute post
stroke rehabilitation [20].

Figure 2: Virtual reality-based game for hand rehabilitation [20].
Augmented reality can help overcome this disadvantage of virtual reality since the
environment functions on an amalgamation of the real world and simulated world [18]. AR
environments are trackable, flexible to customization and allow tracking for the wrist in
relation to the simulated world. By tracking the patient’s hand in real time, we can change
the exercises according to the rehabilitation requirements of the subject.
While augmented reality and motor rehabilitation work individually, the effects of a
game-based rehabilitation system are rarely studied from a human feedback perspective.
The objective of this thesis was to study the human adaptation to augmented realitybased hand rehabilitation by tracking the performance of human subjects through three
modes of rehabilitation tasks performed using an augmented reality and soft robotic glove
system. Adaptability is measured using trajectory, time response, and minimum and
maximum distance achieved by the subject.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1.

Rehabilitation techniques and their efficiency.

To develop the most effective strategy of rehabilitation it is important to thoroughly
understand the various stages post stroke, this understanding is the main basis of
physiotherapist recommendation of exercises/therapy to patients [21].
The five stages to focus on during rehabilitation are – pathology, body function and
structure, activities, environmental factors, participation [21]. In simple terms, during the
pathology stage, the body must be evaluated for all vitals and supplied medical attention,
in body functioning and structure stage the body mobility must be evaluated and
beginning stages of rehabilitation must be formulated. Environmental factors stage the
patient must be accustomed to daily activities in hospital and at home. Finally, the
participation of the patient will be assessed to quantify the improvements.

Figure 3: Stages of recovery with respect to rehabilitation post stroke [20].
6

Research suggests that activities of daily living (ADL) are the best exercises
because they can blend in seamlessly into the post stroke stages of recovery [21]. Picking
up and eating with a spoon can cover flexion, extension [22] and rotation while
handwriting can improve grip, rotation and can be extremely effective in muscle memory
regeneration.
In [22] the subjects were assigned with writing tasks as a part of their rehabilitation
process where their handwriting was evaluated using the Computerized Penmanship
Evaluation tool (CoMPET). The tasks assigned were handwriting full name, signature, id,
connecting numbered dots and they were set up on a standard table with the arm length
to the paper of their comfort. Each handwriting task was evaluated by three measures:
writing velocity per writing stroke (cm/s), pen pressure (1024 non-scaled units scale), offpaper (the time the pen was not in contact with the writing surface) time per writing stroke
(s). Handwriting measures were calculated separately for each handwriting task.

Figure 4: Handwriting task example in Hebrew where: (A) is a healthy participant, (B) is
a pretreatment patient after a stroke and (C) is from the same patient at post-treatment
follow-up testing.
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The example shows that there is a clear improvement in the handwriting pre and post
stroke. The ComPET system calculates the kinematics of the handwriting with respect to
the pen. The follow up testing was done after 3 weeks of rehabilitation.
Another popular ADL task is picking up and placing a bottle. This pick-and-place
task is the very basis of more complicated tasks which is why physiotherapists as well as
scientists implement this exercise in wrist rehabilitation. In [24] a soft robotic glove was
run with both a button as well as EMG to evaluate the effectiveness of both the system
as well as pick and place task as an indicator. The results showed that pick and place
task was easily able to signal to the exoskeleton due to its rigidity as a task.

Figure 5: (left) Pick and place task with a button. (right) pick and place task with EMG.
Along with ADL repetition of tasks has found to be beneficial. In [23] two
independent authors gathered data, read abstracts, and extracted trials and the outcome
was graded using the Cochrane Risk of Bias tool. The data of over 33 participants was
studied and there was evidence that repeated task therapy improves arm function. This
was evaluated using standard mean difference with 95% confidence.
Certain modern objects are also recommended during rehabilitation. One such
example is a fidget spinner. A fidget spinner is an object that consists of a ball bearing in
the center of a multi-lobed flat structure made from metal or plastic designed to spin along
8

its axis with pressure [24]. The fan-like effect of the fidget spinner is known to help with
stress since the subjects tend to focus on the spinning of the bearing which increases
their amusement and reduces their stress [25]. Not only is the fidget spinner mentally
beneficial but it has also been noted to be helpful with improving fine motor skills [26].
A study was done to evaluate the effects of fidget spinner on fine motor skills using
an experimental setup consisting of a fidget spinner group and a ‘sham’ group, a graphic
pen tablet where the subjects were asked to trace a spiral on a template. The subjects
must trace a spiral before and after the experiment, the experiment consists of a group of
people who are evaluated after using fidget spinner and a group who were simply
evaluated before and after without any object.

Figure 6: Flowchart of fidget spinner effects on fine motor skills experiment [27].
The results of the study were calculated using mean radial deviation and total area
of deviation and the results showed a noteworthy improvement in the spiral after the
experiment proving that fidget spinner has a positive effect on fine motor skills.
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2.2.

Augmented reality games for rehabilitation.

Augmented reality games for game-based rehabilitation are designed based on
the principles of rehabilitation. From the objects designed for the game based on
physiotherapy recommendations to an interactive environment with the game, these
decisions are made carefully with calculation.
2.2.1. PC/ Phone-based augmented reality games.
Phone-based systems are mainly considered for their portability and information
sharing efficiency [28]. The game is downloaded onto your phone as an app and the
phone is set to a pair of goggles like a VR setup [29]. In [30] android phones are used to
communicate information from one phone to another. The subject wears a hand tracking
glove whose tracking information is used to run the game. This hand data can not only
be used to control the game in your phone, but this data can also be sent to other phones.
With this ability, patients can play multiplayer modes with other patients or even send the
data to their therapist. The hand data from the glove is also used to make a real time
mathematical model of the hand to understand the response of the hand to the game.

Figure 7: Flowchart of Bluetooth of UBI-Rehab system.
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The activity depicted in the flowchart is to hold an object with the help of another
player, in this case a 2d circle. Since most patients already own a phone, this method of
rehabilitation can be inexpensive, portable to their comfort and easy to understand.
Phones, however, are not designed for VR which can cause a lack of smooth interface
between the mobile and the AR app. Subjects reported ‘displacement’ of objects due to
the spatial arrangement issues met when an AR app is designed for a phone.
An alternative to phone-based games can be used to utilize markers and to use a
camera to record the motion on top of the hand like a make-shift hand tracking system.
These markers can also be used to interact with the game which will cut down the
mathematical hand modelling making the system ‘seamless’ with faster response times.
This method is employed by researchers for hand rehabilitation and has proven to be
successful.
In [31] an augmented reality system is designed where the hand tracking is done
via a marker (handheld block) which was designed using a hamming code to generate ‘0’
to ‘1’.

Figure 8: System flowchart for augmented reality.
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The marker generates a code based on the position of the hand which is then
communicated with the patient computer where the patients can select between the four
stages of training namely – Trajectory Training, Shelf Training, Batting Training, Spile
Training. These tasks were designed to address the rehabilitation task requirements
which are hand pendency, touch, grasp, push, press, pinch, and lift. In Trajectory
Training, the patients must set a trajectory and follow that trajectory using hand pendency,
grasp and lift.

Figure 9: Trajectory training: (a) Straight trajectory (b) Curved trajectory
Shelf Training is a mode where the subject is told to pick a mug from one place and place
it in another space. The instructions for movement are provided on the screen in the form
of a red arrow where the object needs to be placed and the text to the side of the screen.
The parameters of the shelf training namely the depth, space between the shelves which
can reduce/ increase the difficulty of the task. The user is given 10 s to complete the task.
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Figure 10: Shelf Training using marker.
In Battling Training two markers are used on both right and left hand to ‘bat’ a ball that is
placed in between them. This task is known to improve hand coordination, bending ability,
and moving flexibility. The markers are depicted as cubes while the ball to be batted is
depicted using a sphere. The user is given 10s to complete the task after which the
velocity of the ball can be increased to extend the difficulty of the task.

Figure 11: Batting Training using two markers.
The Spile Training consists of a nine-hole peg test. This test can improve agility and grip.
To employ a ‘haptic’ feel the subjects can employ a cylindrical stick of choice and place
the marker on top of the stick. The patients are given time according to the requirement
to place the stick in the hole.
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Figure 12: Spile Training using cylindrical stick with marker.
The system was evaluated using subject feedback from 1-10. They were asked to
rate the system in terms of instructions, AR environment, interaction, portability, and
motivation. The system rated above 7 in all categories proving it to be a user-friendly way
of future rehabilitation.
While the use of a marker is one of the most effective tools in augmented reality,
the setup of a marker can get increasingly harder to implement. The games that employ
the marker technique are also not accounting for robotic exoskeletons which might be
needed for aid by patients during a post stroke rehabilitative process.
2.2.2. Oculus/HoloLens
While PC and phone technologies have had their fair share of success, a headset
designed with users’ comfort in mind with built in camera and proper interaction with
virtual/augmented reality is more accommodating to the requirements of portable and
effective rehabilitation. One such research study combined VR and AR with Oculus Rift,
Leap Motion, kinetic sensors, and HoloLens [32]. The aim of this research was to create
a system that fulfils the requirements of a telerehabilitation system with assistive
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technology. This technology also addresses patients with cognitive disabilities by making
the system customizable to everyone’s needs.
The system consists of a mixed reality game with 10 activities of daily living (ADL)
tasks such as applying makeup, washing hair etc. The tasks are designed in such a way
that the user develops a spatial memory of the task which can eventually lead to muscle
memory triggered by spatial alignment. The gestures of the hand serve as the controls of
the system which Is recognized in two ways – 1) the key points are marked at the joints
and a mathematical model of the hand is simulated, and 2) the hand and its surrounding
environment are tracked in real time. The gesture integration is performed using leap
motion and kinematic sensors. For each subject, a “configuration” can be chosen which
will enable to change the game difficulty, types of objects and number of objects involved
in a task. Once the configuration is set, the exercise starts when the film for that task is
superimposed behind the hand tracking.
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Figure 13: Activities of daily living tasks performed in VR/AR setup.
Ten healthy users were recruited for the experiment where 4 were male and 6 were
female. Before the test, all subjects filled in a questionnaire with their data and their
confidence in using a game for rehabilitation. Before the actual experimentation, the
subjects were asked to perform an exercise called ‘cancel and go’ where the subject
would interact with the environment until they felt confidence towards the experiment. The
task lasted approximately 8 minutes.

Figure 14: ‘Cancel and go’ exercise.
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After the ‘cancel and go’ exercise, the subjects perform the tasks according to the scene
provided in the game setup. The feedback from the game play is sent to the therapist
for consultation and the therapist modified the film according to the subject requirement.

Figure 15: VR/AR platform for telerehabilitation system.
The feedback scale was on a scale of 1 to 6, where 1 was the most negative value
and 6 was the most positive value. The results show a rating from 4.5 to 6 in all categories
which shows a high degree of likability towards the device. Although the device has
noteworthy positives, they currently do not have a standalone augmented reality system
which can still cause tracking delays and slow system to hand response time.
2.2.3. Magic Leap
Magic Leap is a mixed reality headset with augmented reality functions where the
subjects can use built in packages like hand-tracking and mixed reality systems to form
an environment with utmost interaction without any added resources.
One of the most popular examples of Magic Leap is their built in “Angry Birds”
game. The aim of the game is to destroy the pigs at all levels. If the user is unable to
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destroy all the pigs, they must play the game again. While playing on a phone or
computer, the user must use their finger to press and point at the direction they want to
shoot but in Magic Leap the controls are to pinch and direct the bird which can help in
reinforcing finger pinch grip and the spatial alignment of the game in the glove is such
that the muscle memory can be triggered/restored [33]. The game score can also be
tracked by noting down the game distance statistics and plotting the hand placements
accordingly.

Figure 16: Angry Birds in Magic Leap.
Angry Birds game has been discussed in research several times due to its
addictive nature especially in kids, but in [34] the correlation between the game and
smiling were researched. The aim of this research was to encourage more smiles and
smiling in turn is known to significantly relieve stress.
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Figure 17: Angry Birds vs smile system.
The smile is analyzed using Real Pixel Image Level Generator (RPLIG). The pixel
images are then stored in a database. The game also detects emotions using SDK for
varying platforms to detect if they are smiling (joy), or sad/disappointed (furrowed brows,
frown). When the game starts the system automatically finds the user’s face and analyzes
it. Once it finds the face, it will display “found face” or if not “lost face”.

Figure 18: Game level before the players smile.
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Figure 19: Game level after the player smiles.
The use of the enhanced black bird to defeat the level has made the player smile.
The subjects were then asked to give feedback in the form of a number from of 1-50
where 1 is the lowest rating and 50 is the highest rating. The average score for all fourteen
participants is 28.93 for condition 1 (before shooting) and 31.43 for condition 2 (after
shooting)
HoloKeys is another example of interactive augmented reality created in Magic
Leap [34]. HoloKeys is a piano lesson application where the user can practice piano with
a more comprehensive experience. HoloKeys consists of two separate components: an
augmented reality user interface and a piano playing apparatus. HoloKeys user input
mechanics are coordinated through Magic Leap. When HoloKeys is initialized, the API
20

Pub Nub and Zero Iteration are also initialized to supply a real time hand gesture input.
The user then sees an overlay of a piano on their physical environment. This layer has a
ray cast that will show the key played by the user. When the instructor presses a key, it
is published in Pub Nub which the student can receive and play the piano at home. The
apparatus used for HoloKeys comprises of a servo driver board and external power
supply the instructions are sent over Arduino to run the HoloKeys.

Figure 20: HoloKeys flowchart

Figure 21: Holokeys piano playing apparatus
Ten instructors and 10 students were asked to test Holokeys, and the feedback was
mostly positive.
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Magic Leap through various research has proven to be beneficial in hand-based
activity due to its robust hand tracking system which can track your hand without the need
for a marker or a code. This makes Magic Leap a possible device for hand rehabilitation.
2.3.

Interaction between robotic exoskeleton and augmented reality.

In modern technology, while augmented reality can help with an interactive
environment, and physically help a patient with motor tasks can be achieved by robotic
exoskeletons, there is limited research about the interaction between augmented reality
and exoskeletons. If a system can successfully integrate the two, people with 0 on the
Fugl-Meyer scale can also perform motivating, interactive exercises with a robotic
exoskeleton [7].
In [33], a human-machine interface system was made using haptic-feedback smart
glove with triboelectric-based finger bending sensors, palm sliding sensor, and
piezoelectric mechanical stimulators. This system was made to interact with augmented
reality for object manipulation and the system can recognize objects due to machine
learning. The reason for glove sensors and stimulators was to ensure precise control of
the robotic glove which enables proper rehabilitation in all directions. A 3D printed glove
was designed to support the apparatus of the system. The smart glove accuracy with
machine learning was calculated and found to be 96%, proving that a system like this can
be achieved and covers several tasks including rehabilitation.
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Figure 22: Diagrams and flowchart of HMI system: (i) Three major functional units:
triboelectric finger sensor and (ii) the working principle for (iii) detecting bending
motions, triboelectric palm sensor, and (iv) the working principle for (v) detecting sliding
motions, as well as piezoelectric haptic mechanical stimulator for (vi) haptic stimulation.

2.4.

Research Motivation

Despite prominent research in hand motor rehabilitation and mixed reality-based
rehabilitation, the approach of game-based rehabilitation in most current research is to
use mixed reality where virtual reality is implemented more than augmented reality which
does not have an active hand tracking without the help of motion sensors or kinematic
sensors. Even with the sensor position data, the modelling and the control of the hand
has been noted to cause delay [27] due to the time needed to construct the hand model.
Augmented reality has mainly been developing over the last five years which is the
reason why latest research articles discuss preliminary design of a mixed reality-based
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rehabilitation systems that consist of augmented reality but the human interaction with
augmented reality system is barely discussed. This thesis studies the adaptability of
human subjects with an augmented reality (AR) and pneumatic soft robotic glove-based
rehabilitation system by recording human subjects response during four repetitive
activities of daily living (ADL) tasks done in three different modes of assistance. The
system consists of four game objects (fidget spinner, bottle, spoon, slider) inspired by
activities of daily living and three modes (assistive, non-assistive, intent-based assistive).
The adaptability is studied using stimulation response of the subjects in each mode which
is depicted using object trajectory plot, task response and minimum/maximum distance
achieved by subjects with respect to each object.

3. METHODS AND MATERIALS.
3.1.

Magic Leap

Magic Leap is a mixed reality device that comes with a headset, a charging pack,
and a controller. The Magic Leap device headset was connected to PC using a USB cable
which was connected to the hub.
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Figure 23: Connection from Magic Leap to PC.
Once Magic Leap was connected to the PC, an app called the lab from the Magic
Leap website was installed. The lab supplies packages and software developers kit (SDK)
to game developing software such as Unity and Unreal. After installing the lab, the taskbar
with goggle icon was checked to see the AR device/ PC connectivity.
The lab consists of Zero Iteration where the test games were simulated and
evaluated. Zero Iteration was also used as a tool to connect and receive data from the
AR headset to the soft robotic glove.

Figure 24: The lab (the circle in blue shows AR connectivity and circle in red shows
Zero Iteration).
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To switch on the Zero Iteration, Zero Iteration was enabled and connected to a
target as depicted in the figure below and based on the application, different modes of
Zero Iteration were selected.

Figure 25: Zero Iteration in simulation mode.
Zero Iteration has features that can be varied according to game development
requirements. The hand tracking system in Zero Iteration simulation mode simulates a
hand pose in a virtual environment with selected data. Whereas, in device mode the hand
gesture performed by the user is tracked and position, rotation and gesture data of the
person's hand will be displayed in the app. The head pose bar shows the position of the
head camera present in the AR headset.
To connect Zero Iteration to game development software, Lumin SDK was
installed, which is a specialized SDK by Magic Leap to import their features easily onto
game development software. The SDK was also found online in Unity asset store or on
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unreal website. The current update calls to install both SDK options since the Zero
Iteration path Is different from the Lumin path.
Once Lumin was installed, the Unity version proper for the Lumin was installed
from an app called Unity Hub. Unity Hub is an app for Unity that works as a server to
download Unity and its required plugins. While installing Unity, the Lumin plugin was
selected and installed. Once Unity is installed in build settings, the path of the Lumin
plugin is set in player settings and a publisher permission certificate from Magic Leap
website was uploaded to Unity. Then in Unity, in other settings within builder settings, the
Open GL core is selected instead of the API rendering. Magic Leap is not compatible with
API rendering.
After all the settings and plugins were installed, the Unity template for the
respective Unity edition was installed in the computer from the Magic Leap website
(www.magicleap.com/developers). For this project Unity template 0.25 was chosen with
Unity version 2020.2.2f1.
After installing the template, a folder called Magic Leap was present in the assets
folder. In that folder there is a folder called plugins. This folder, as part of the new Magic
Leap update instructions was uninstalled before installing Zero Iteration through package
manager in unity. After installing the Zero Iteration into Unity by clicking on the Magic
Leap option in the toolbar of Unity, the template scenes were loaded into the hierarchy.
The scene was visualized in the augmented reality glove by switching on Zero Iteration
in the lab with the device mode in Zero Iteration and by pressing play button below the
toolbar in Unity. For this research, the hand tracking scene was used. The hand tracking
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scene consists of a plane having gesture images and a canvas layer detailing information
about the hand tracking system of Magic Leap.

Figure 26: Magic Leap hand tracking scene in Unity.
3.2.

Game Design

The game was designed around the Magic Leap hand tracking system. The
operating range for magic leap is 0.37m which consists of all game interactions [34].
Magic leap hand tracking is activated only within operational range [34]. Magic Leap hand
tracking system consists of fifteen key points which, when detected form a coordinated
frame, tracks the hand. The fifteen key points on the hand are the finger and wrist joints
(depicted in figure [27]).
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Figure 27: Magic Leap hand tracking keypoints.
For each key point a position, a Boolean value is returned with respect to the headset.
These values are stored in a Magic Leap C# script called MLhandtrackingstaticstate.
For this project, the hand tracking gesture names were changed to alphabetical
order by editing the Magic Leap scripts for hand tracking such as MLhandtracking,
MLkeypose, MLmeshing and other MLpackage scripts. The reason this was done was to
facilitate UDP communication of the gestures (Table 1).
To understand Unity development features, a hand tracking example scene was
recreated using a project where a sphere could be spawned, picked, and placed. To do
this project, a C# script was written which correlated keypoints to the gestures which build
a hand collider that allowed interaction with objects in the headset and in Unity.
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Figure 28: Sphere pick and place game using Magic Leap.
After understanding the hand tracking system, to understand C# coding for the
project the hand tracking script called hand tracking example was modified. To control a
soft robotic glove with augmented reality, it was important to get the information outside
of the headset into robotic control system which was why the hand tracking example script
was written with the UDP protocol that allowed a user to transfer data from one platform
to another be it from software to software or PC to PC. For this project, there was a
requirement to communicate Unity UDP to Simulink, so port values for UDP send were
assigned and correlated with the UDP receive port value of Simulink. The data were
successfully received via Simulink but due to lack of string limit the block overloaded and
Simulink circuit failed eventually. The coding on this project was done using C#.
After writing the UDP code, a scene called My Grabber was utilized to research
objects used in other projects. My Grabber is a PC based VR pick and place game
performed with weights. The scene consisted of object interaction scripts such as mesh
colliders and force, velocity measure which could help in creating a score-based pick and
place game.
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After experimentation with the scene, it was noted that the scene did not use
gravity, and as soon as gravity was activated, the scene turned heavily unstable.
Therefore, the weight option was determined to be unreliable. Overall, this scene served
as a good inspiration for understanding and navigating controls of objects in Unity.

Figure 29: My Grabber scene with measured weights.
During the literature review, most rehabilitation processes consisted of ADL, which
led to choosing objects that are a part of daily life. The objects chosen for this project
were a bottle, fork, fidget spinner, and slider. These objects were chosen to accommodate
the rehabilitation task basics such as pick-place, pinch-rotate, the Fugl-Meyer chart [5]
was used as a reference to pick the objects for the rehabilitative tasks. Other objects such
as a dumbbell and boxing bag were also experimented with, but these four objects were
sturdier and more dependable in the augmented reality setting. After selecting the objects
for creating a rehabilitation game, a script that could enable interact with the objects was
utilized. This script is called Direct Manipulation and is available in Magic Leap GitHub
library. The Direct Manipulation script allows interaction with the object and indicates the
interaction.
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Figure 30: Direct Manipulation script.
The Direct Manipulation script enables the object to turn green during interaction
and when left aside turns grey indicating no interaction. The script can only be placed
after placing a mesh collider or a capsule collider. A mesh or a capsule collider makes
the object interactable by meshing the object using key points which serves as object
control. With the help of the meshes and key points in the collider the Direct Manipulation
script reads and lets the user control the object and allow them to only certain enabled
Boolean movements such a bottle is mainly draggable, but a fork is draggable as well as
rotatable. The offset position of the objects can also be set according to the requirements
of the game.
After attaching the Direct Manipulation script, additional options in Unity to make
the objects more interactable, for example, an audio file could be added to the objects
that are heard during interaction. Audio interaction was added to the fidget spinner, slider,
and hand tracking open hand gesture. This audio incorporation allowed the subjects to
see and hear the queue that they were interacting with the objects.
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After making the objects interactable, the setup was evaluated with Zero Iteration
and the objects successfully became tools of rehabilitation exercises. To further make
this a rehabilitation program, users needed instructions regarding what exercise to
perform, the repetition for the exercise and intervals. To facilitate this, a script called object
image/hand pos was written where four planes were created with a material made from
the objects picture and in C#. These planes were correlated to random intervals of display
“flash” time and rest time the code also sent these signals to UDP in Simulink in the form
of position number and ‘f’ when there is rest in the interval.

Figure 31: Stimulation script

Figure 32: Stimulation for rehabilitation exercises.
In Unity, the transform position of each object is stored in a localized manager with
respect to the camera position in the scene. This localized manager data is converted to
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string and the data is sent to Simulink using UDP send. These positions were displayed
with respect to the camera in the Magic Leap device.

Figure 33: Transform position scripts for each axis of an object with UDP send ports.
This position data is used to plot the trajectory of an object in AR space. The
position and stimulation data are sent in the form of an ASCII code which must be
converted and then used to plot. The data is limited to using a substring command to help
UDP work efficiently.
The gesture data was converted into a single alphabet to ease the post processing of the
gestures and their corresponding letters are stated in the table 1

Figure 34: UDP block receiving gesture data.
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Table 1: Gesture letters

3.3.

Gesture Name

Gesture letter

Finger

A

Fist

B

Pinch

C

Thumb

D

L-pose

E

Openhand

F

OK

G

C

H

No pose

I

No hand

J

Experimental setup.

The experiment was set up on a table which served as a head pose reference for
subjects. The subjects aim was to “place” the augmented reality objects at their head
pose level. The headset was also worn at an angle to help with the head pose reference.
The soft robotic glove was placed on the right and the computers operating the system
were cleared to avoid disturbance to the subject’s rehabilitation process. For this
experiment, 4 healthy male subjects from the age of 21- 35 years were recruited to
perform gestures as directed in each respective mode.
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Figure 35: Experimental setup.
The game was operated in three modes:
1) Perform each task in a random order 5 times by following the instructions of
stimulation without any external support
2) Perform each task in complete assistance mode with a robotic glove where the
glove will automatically operate with stimulations.
3) Perform each task in partial assistance with the glove where the glove will be
activated with the help of gestures thumb or l (intent) and stimulation.
During these three modes, the stimulation appeared for 20 seconds and
disappeared for 20 seconds. The subjects were strongly advised to perform the activity
only during the stimulation flash period and rest during rest period.
The instructed tasks were as follows:
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1) Task 1 – When the fidget spinner image appears on the stimulation, the subjects
had to pick the fidget spinner and perform an up–down motion once and then
release and rest.
2) Task 2 – When the bottle image is shown on the stimulation, the subjects had to
pick up the bottle drag it to the right and return it back to its original position once
and then rest.
3) Task 3 – When the slider image is shown on the stimulation, the subjects had to
pinch the slider base and drag it to the left and bring it back to its original position
then rest.
4) Task 4 – When the spoon image appears on the stimulation, the subjects had to
pinch the spoon handle and drag it to the left and place it back in its original position
then release.
Based on the instructions above, the trajectory of the fidget spinner, from subject
1 to subject 4 should have a vertical curve with narrow horizontal range which starts from
the left, forms a peak, and ends at the right indicating that the object was picked from the
left and placed in the right. The trajectory from subject 1 to 4 for bottle was a horizontal
curve that started at the right reached left and came back to the right with a narrow range
of vertical section. The trajectory for subject 1 to 4 spoon was a horizontal curve that
started at the left and ended at the right with a narrow vertical section. Trajectories that
look like the description and sample indicated below are proof of tasks were performed
as directed by the subjects.
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Table 2: Instructed trajectory.
Task

Task trajectory

Task 1 – Fidget spinner

Task 2 – Bottle

Task 3 – Slider

Task 4 – Spoon

3.4.

Soft Robotic Glove

The soft robotic glove used in this project was a robotic system activated by
Arduino, motor, and pressure pumps [34]. The robotic glove is connected to an Arduino
where if the conditions specified are met, the pressure sensor that is correlated to it turns
on. In this project, the soft robotic glove controls are the gesture and stimulation data
acquired from Unity. The robotic glove model used in this project is effective in lesser
pressure than most available robotic gloves. The pressure range used in this experiment
ranges from 50- 90 Kpa.
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Figure 36: Soft robotic glove controls setup for actuator test.
The above setup was used to evaluate the controls and the threshold of an actuator
by binding the actuator to a surface (with zip ties) and letting the motor run to see the
maximum capacity of the actuator. This soft robotic glove was deemed ideal for this
experiment due to its feasible control system and adaptability to customization. The
system contained five actuators which were controlled using an Arduino micro-controller.
The pressure in the sensors was customized according to the comfort of the subjects in
the mode period where the subjects familiarize with the glove. The controls of the system
were also able to respond quickly to the Arduino, which made it ideal for rehabilitation.
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Figure 37: Simulink model of the experiment with position UDP and soft robotic actuator
controls.
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In the figure above, the position data, rotation data, gesture data and stimulation
data are received via UDP receive block, the data of position and rotation with respect to
time is stored in the final to file which contains data of all the operative blocks. The gesture
data and stimulation data are also respectively received by the UDP block, and the data
is sent to the function block where upon meeting the loop conditions, the system can
operate in either stimulation control mode or gesture control mode. The function mode
also connects to Arduino write blocks 1 to 5, which control the pressure in the actuator
according to the conditions met by the game.
3.5.

Data processing

To process the data, the ‘to file’ data from Simulink was stored in MATLAB and
then exported to Excel. The ‘to file’ data consists of gesture data in ASCII signal format,
stimulation data in ASCII signal format, pressure sensor activation data in the form of
binary response, pressure in each actuator in kilo Pascal and object position data in the
form of ASCII signal. ASCII is a 7-bit code where each bit (binary digit) is a single switch
that can be on or off, zero or one there are 128 ASCII characters for each letter, number
and symbols for example: A = 65. In Excel, each character of the ASCII signal was
converted to text by selecting the signal and using the char() command. Since ASCII
signals are stored in the form of an array, each individual position data has six arrays
which were combined into one single datapoint using ‘&’ command. Once this was done,
Excel pointed out an error to convert the data to numbers and once ok was clicked, the
data were fully converted to numerical.
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Once the data was processed, the data was segregated into position data for the
respective objects and stimulation/gesture data was also segregated in correlation to the
objects. After segregation, the overall response of the system was computed in binary
terms and the response of each task was plotted in subject number vs mode number bar
graph to show the variance of object response with respect to mode progression. The
binary data was found by correlating stimulation data with variance in position data, if
there was a variance in position data during stimulation flash time, it was considered
response, if there was no variance during stimulation flash time that was considered lack
of response since no position variance indicates that the object was not interacted with
and stayed stationary during the entire flash time.
The processed position data was reimported into MATLAB where the data was run
through a script that contains a Butterworth filter (bandwidth = 100 because the sampling
rate used in Simulink is 100) which filters the data into smoother curves and the x, y and
z axis were plotted to obtain the object trajectory for each subject to visualize the task
performed by the subjects in the AR environment (table 2).
The response time of the subject for each stimulation was calculated and tabulated
in results to depict the time delay of the system with respect to mode and object. using
the formula:
Task Completion Time = samples per curve/sample rate
The minimum and maximum distance achieved by each subject during each mode
was also tabulated to visualize each individual subject interaction with the system. For
object trajectory subject 1 data was depicted in the results due to clear trajectories due to
steady pace of task performance.
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4. RESULTS
The experiments were performed by all the subject in an interval of 12-17 minutes
per mode. The response of the system was plotted in the task response and object
trajectory. The maximum and minimum distance covered, and Time taken to perform the
task by each subject are tabulated to show the adaptability to the rehabilitative system.
The data for task 3 (slider) was excluded from the results due to faulty data.
The response of subjects according to the task and mode is depicted in the bar
graphs below.

Figure 38: Task 1 response.
The bar graph in figure 38 indicates that the task 1 (fidget spinner) response
reduces in mode 3 where the maximum response is 4 whereas mode 1 and 2 have full
response by all subjects for fidget spinner task.
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Figure 39: Task 2 response
The bottle task has the highest response among all the tasks as shown in figure
39. The variations in figure 39 indicate that the modes show difficulty with progression
even for a task with high response rate

Figure 40: Task 4 response
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The bars not indicated in the figure 40 show that there was zero response by
subject 2 in mode 2 and subject 2 and 4 In mode 3. Figure 40 also shows that spoon has
the least response among all the objects.
The response for Task 3 (slider) was excluded due to faulty data. The percentage
response was calculated using the bar graphs above and the mode response for mode 1
Is 98.4%, mode 2 is 78.4% and mode 3 is 46.7% and the object response was 85%, 90%
and 55% in the order of fidget spinner, bottle, and spoon respectively.
Below, the trajectory of subject 1 for each object in each mode is depicted. The
trajectory consists of curves that indicate stimulation response of the subject. In each plot
the subject’s performance during the five iterations are shown. The subject number is
indicated using ‘s or S’ and mode number is indicated using ‘m or M’. The trajectory was
plotted with a scale limit of -0.5, 0.2 in x axis and -0.3 to 0.17 in the y axis. The scale was
picked by measuring the maximum distance achieved by subjects in x and y axis.

Figure 41: Fidget spinner response by Subject 1 in mode 1
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The fidget spinner response for s1m1 (non-assistive) indicated in figure 41 shows
a general vertical peak curve for all iterations indicating that the subject performed the
task as directed (refer table 2). The curves for each iteration do not overlap each other
due to variation in start and stop points for the respective responses.

Figure 42: Bottle response for subject 1 mode 1
The bottle task trajectory for subject 1 mode 1, Figure 42 indicates that the curves
of each iteration the object movement started in the left side and returned to the left with
a peak at the right side in x axis indicating the task performed according to the direction
for bottle task. The iterations 2 and 5 have a downward peak this is due to the subject
using the table in the real world as a reference to place the object.
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Figure 43: Spoon object response for subject 1 mode 1.
The trajectory for spoon (figure 43) indicates that the object was placed on the right
and the subjects moved it from right to left and bought it back to its original position with
a peak at the left side of x axis indicating that the subject performed the task as assigned
by the stimulation. I4 and i5 are overlapping due to the subjects attempt to start and place
at the same spot.

Figure 44: Fidget spinner response for subject 1 mode 2.
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In mode two (fully assistive mode) response (figure 44), the peaks have more
variance and noise than mode 1 due to late response time by the hand tracking system.
In fidget spinner response for subject 1 mode 2, iteration 5 is the only iteration with
expected trajectory response for the task. I1 has a trajectory towards infinity in x axis due
to collision of colliders instead of the interaction of colliders. I2 does not have a downward
slope due to the subject performing only the up motion with the fidget spinner. I4 has a
curve aligned to the right due to subject confusion on task to perform with respect to the
stimulation.

Figure 45: Bottle response for subject 1 mode 2
The bottle response curves for subject 1 mode 2 (figure 45) do not have a peak
which indicates that the subject did not have time within the stimulation period to return
to the original position and therefore placed the object at the reference plane (table) this
is seen in iterations 2 and 3. The i1 curve is inverted due to the displacement of the object
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during other object tasks this happens due to multiple object colliders responding to the
hand tracking.

Figure 46: Spoon response for subject 1 mode 2
The spoon response for subject 1 mode 2 (figure 46) only consists of iteration
curves 1,2 and 3 indicating that there was no response in iteration 4 and 5 this is due to
lack of response by the hand tracking system. The curve response of iterations 1,2 and
3 are small due to late response and lower time taken to perform the task.
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Figure 47: Fidget spinner response for subject 1 mode 3.
The Fidget spinner response for subject 1 mode 3 (partially assistive mode) (figure
47) indicates that there is significant noise in mode 3. The i2 and i3 curve are horizontal
due to the subject performing the task side to side instead of up to down. The curves i1
and i5 show the trajectory for fidget spinner task the curve of i5 exceeds the frame due to
the subject using the table as reference.

Figure 48: Bottle response for subject 1 mode 3
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In figure 48, The bottle response for subject 1 mode 3 is indicative of the bottle
task being performed according to the directions.

Figure 49: Spoon trajectory for subject 1 mode 3.
The spoon trajectory for subject 1 mode 3 (figure 49) show that the spoon
stimulation related task was performed in iterations 1,2 and 3. There was no response for
iterations 4 and 5 due to late response time from the soft robotic glove.
The trajectory for subjects 2,3 and 4 is like the trajectories seen with subject 1
where the response decreased/became noisy as the modes progressed. Some of the
subjects (s2m3, s4m2) confused the fidget spinner task and performed side to side motion
instead this motion will look like bottle trajectory (as indicated in fidget spinner trajectory
plot for subject 1 mode 2) since fidget spinner is located on the right side of the view. This
is also shown in the minimum and maximum distance achieved tables where in mode 2
and 3 for subject 4 the maximum distance achieved in x axis was also while performing
the fidget spinner task (table ).
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The subject 2 had no response for spoon in modes 2 and 3 and subject 4 did not
have any response for spoon mode 3. The slider task did not have a trajectory plot due
to fluctuating data collected due to slider handle collider error.
The average time taken to perform the tasks for each subject with respect to
modes and object is tabulated below. The task time is taken with reference to flash time
but some of the early rest period trajectory was also considered to fully visualize the
trajectory of the subject.
In mode 1 the first few seconds is to interact with the hand tracking and the
remaining average of 13-15 seconds to perform the task and go into rest. For mode 2,
the response of hand tracking takes more time which gives the subject approximately
10-12 seconds to interact. For mode 3 the hand track response time was noted to be
15-18 seconds leaving less than 3 seconds to respond.
The operating range for Magic Leap headset is 37cm (0.37m) within the 70degree field view. The tables below consist of minimum and maximum distance
achieved by each subject with respect to the object. The tables only consist of values of
curves deemed within the operating range and curves outside the operating range were
classified as noise.
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Table 3: Average time of response of task performance for each subject with respect to
mode and object in seconds.
Subject number

Mode number

Fidget spinner (s) Bottle (s)

Spoon (s)

1

1

14.9

17.6

15.2

2

12.7

14.7

11.8

3

7.5

13.4

12.3

1

14.0

16.3

12.1

2

13.7

15.0

0

3

12.9

9.1

0

1

11.7

9.9

8.7

2

8.3

9.6

7.9

3

8.1

9.5

6.3

1

14.3

11.7

15.5

2

13.8

9.5

10.2

3

9.1

7.2

0

2

3

4
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Table 4: Maximum and minimum distance achieved by the subject with respect to
objects in non-assistive mode.
Subject

Task name

Max distance (m)

Min distance (m)

X axis

X axis

Y axis

0.26

0.02

0.04

0.02

number

1

Fidget spinner
Bottle

Y axis
0.166

0.178

Spoon
2

Fidget spinner
Bottle

0.101
0.121

Spoon
3

Fidget spinner
Bottle

0.065
0.113

Spoon
4

0.04

Fidget spinner
Spoon

0.01

0.063
0.115
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0.037

0.01

Table 5: Minimum and maximum distance achieved by the subjects in mode 2
(Assistive mode) with respect to objects.
Subject

Task name

Max distance (m)

Min distance (m)

X axis

Y axis

X axis

0.161

0.009

number

1

Fidget spinner
Bottle

2

0.195

Spoon

0.001

Bottle

0.04

Fidget spinner

0.089

0.122

Spoon
3

0.167
0.185

Spoon
Fidget spinner
Bottle

0.04
0.03

Fidget spinner
Bottle

4

Y axis

0.036

0.002

0.003

0.0001

0.154
0.23
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Table 6: Minimum and maximum distance achieved by subjects in Mode 3 (intent based
assistive) with respect to the objects.
Subject

Task name

Max distance (m)

Min distance (m)

X axis

X axis

Y axis

0.17

0.089

0.02

0.04

number

1

2

Fidget spinner

Y axis
0.143

Bottle

0.192

Fidget spinner

0.16

0.12

Bottle
3

Fidget spinner

0.168

Bottle

0.02
0.11

Spoon
4

0.01

Fidget spinner
Bottle

0.152
0.12

0.04
0.02

Tables 4,5 and 6 indicate the maximum distance displacement in y axis for fidget
spinner proving that fidget spinner task leads to exercise of up-down motion and bottle
and spoon have alternating maximum and minimum displacement at x axis indicating
the side-to-side motion. Spoon being the least responsive object has less distance in
most scenarios due to the time taken for response.
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5. DISCUSSION
Stroke is the leading cause of motor disability in America [1]. One of the most
common effects of stroke is hand paralysis [3]. The most common solution for post stroke
hand paralysis is physiotherapy, but due to low supply vs demand and session costs,
physiotherapy is not accessible to many [4]. The technological solution for post stroke
rehabilitation is twofold 1. motor impairment rehabilitation which is addressed using soft
robotic glove [11], and 2. motivated mindset for high quality rehabilitation using gamebased environments such as augmented reality [20]. A combination of motor rehabilitation
and motivation leads to high quality accessible rehabilitation [3]. The objective of this
thesis was to study the adaptability of human subjects with an augmented reality (AR)
and pneumatic soft robotic glove-based rehabilitation system by recording human
subjects response during four repetitive activities of daily living (ADL) (2 pick and place
tasks, two pinch and rotate tasks) tasks done in three different modes of assistance. Four
subjects were recruited and instructed to perform four repetitive tasks using four game
objects – fidget spinner, bottle, slider and spoon. The tasks were done in three different
modes (mode 1 = non-assistive, mode 2 = assistive, mode 3 = partially assistive).
The results were depicted in terms of tasks response bar graphs (Figure: 38,40),
subject 1 trajectory response (Figure: 41,49), average time response for each subject
with respect to mode and object (Table 3) and minimum and maximum distance achieved
by the subject with respect to modes (Tables 4,5,6). The response for Task 3 (slider) was
excluded due to faulty data. The task response for mode 1 was 98.4%, mode 2 was 78.4%
and mode 3 was 46.7% and the object response was 85%, 90% and 55% in the order of
fidget spinner, bottle, and spoon respectively. The subject 1 task response trajectory
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indicated variations in curve due to noise, system delay, The average time taken to
perform a task indicated that as modes progressed time taken for the task decreased
indicating longer response time.
In [27], fidget spinner task was used to evaluate if fidget spinner can help improve
fine motor skills, the results were calculated using mean radial deviation and a significant
improvement was reported in spiral drawn by subjects after performing the fidget spinner
task (figure 7). In this thesis, the task 1 (fidget spinner) response was depicted using
binary task response bar graph and the percentage of fidget spinner response was
calculated and quantified in terms of mean percentage response which was 85%.
In [26] pick and place activity was evaluated as an on and off switch to depict the
reliability of pick and place task as an indicator. The results were shown in terms of an
EMG plot for a standard on and off switch vs EMG for pick and place tasks. The plot
curves showed distinct similarity indicating that pick and place task is a reliable indicative
task (figure 6). In this thesis, the task 2 (bottle) response was the highest at 90% proving
that bottle is a robust task for rehabilitation.
In [25] the subjects were instructed to write in Hebrew using a tablet tool called
ComPET pre and post rehabilitation. The results were depicted in terms of writing velocity,
pressure applied on the tablet and rest time. The clarity in handwriting indicated significant
improvement after three weeks of rehabilitation (figure 5). Spoon and pen have similar
movement of utilization which is why either are used in Fugl-Meyer scale as told for pinch
and rotation [7]. The spoon task had a response rate of 55% which was due to system
delays.
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In [29] and [31] the game-based system was reported to cause delays due to virtual
reality environment hand control modelling. In this experiment a purely augmented reality
setup was used as the game environment which led to 98.3% response rate (mode 1
non-assistive response) indicating that the system had lesser response delays since real
world human hand controls the simulated world.
In [32] the motion of the fingers is detected by piezoelectric sensors to operate a
virtual reality-based gaming environment where the actuators are “taught’ to the system
using machine learning. The machine learning system had a 96% accuracy, and the
design was proved to be a functioning rehabilitation tool. The mode 2 and 3 response
rates are 78.4% and 46.7% which are caused by system delays caused due to low
actuator detection. The time taken for each task (table 3) in each mode decreases as
mode progresses also indicating that the actuator detection-based delays leave less time
for task performance.
In [28],[31] and [32] the augmented reality system was evaluated solely in terms
of subject feedback. This thesis presents a more reliable way to depict results as
trajectory of the subject (Figure: 41,49) can be directly compared with the instructed
trajectory (Table 2) to visualize the subject movement in augmented reality environment
and show if the subjects were able to interact with AR and perform directed tasks. The
subject trajectories indicated a general similarity to the instructed trajectory indicating that
the subjects could perform the tasks as directed.
In [28], [30], [32] and [34] the cumulative feedback of the system is discussed.
Whereas in this research, the interaction with the system is discussed for each subject in
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terms minimum and maximum distance attained by the subject with respect to mode and
object.
The task response graph and the percentage response show that the easiest mode
to perform exercises is in mode 1 with percentage response of approximately 98%, which
indicates that the subjects were able to adapt to augmented reality successfully. The
hardest mode to perform is mode 3 (46.7%). The reasons for delay in the system is noted
as follows: Mode 1 – little to no delay, Mode 2 - delay due to hand tracking not being able
to recognize the soft robotic glove actuators, mode 3 – delay due to hand tracking and
soft robotic glove actuation delay. The microcontroller sampling rate is also a reason for
late gesture detection, which in turn causes the UDP server communicating the gesture
and stimulation data to have a delay from Simulink UDP send to Simulink UDP receive.
The task responses were 85%, 90% and 55% respectfully. The task responses
indicate that the pick and place tasks (tasks 1 (fidget spinner) and 2 (bottle) were more
adaptable than pinch and rotate tasks which was task 4 (spoon). Spoon was also noted
to be the hardest object to reach due to the position of it (percentage response 55%).
Spoon also consisted of a rotation movement which led to object collision errors in the
augmented reality environment. The Magic Leap headset has been critiqued by subjects
over the display, it was noted that the display is focused on the left rather than the center
which could have made reaching objects on the right side harder which was the spoon,
and the effects were depicted in the results. The subjects also faced issues with selecting
the object in time due to low field of view in the glove. This issue caused several similar/
disturbed trajectories especially with spoon. Fidget spinner had the highest noise among
the objects due to the nature of the task. To perform fidget spinner task with proper hand
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tracking, the subjects had to move their head lower to see the object in the frame which
might have caused noise in the position data. The object trajectory plot for subject 1 was
chosen due to steady and clear trajectory curves which was due to more time taken to
complete tasks. Overall, the object trajectory was similar to the instructed trajectory which
indicates that the subject was able to perform the tasks as instructed. In figure 43, The
i2, i3 and i4 curve indicate noise since the curves exceed the operating range of Magic
Leap. The varying size of curves for each object is due to time taken by the subject to
perform the task (figure 40 to figure 49) which is depicted in (table 3). Certain object plots
have similar trajectories due to multiple objects being moved on individual object
iterations although majority of such disparity has been filtered using Butterworth filter.
Subject confusion regarding the task to be done for the corresponding stimulation led to
some of the fidget spinner plots having similar trajectory to bottle (s1m2). The trajectories
can be told apart using the minimum and maximum values and time response values. It
was also observed that subjects who performed the tasks making sure to face the camera
had more success in proper response. While all subjects were instructed to face the
camera palm side in mode 2 and 3, the adjustment to the direction varied from subject to
subject.
The time response table for each subject with respect to tasks indicates that the
time taken to perform the task decreased as the modes progressed this is due to the
delays in the system which in turn allows subjects lesser time to respond. The delays in
mode 1 are next to none whereas in mode 2 delays approximately range from 7-10
seconds this is due to the hand tracking delay, the delays in mode 3 are 15 to 18 seconds
which indicate the 7-8 seconds addition delay of soft robotic glove response on top of
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hand tracking delay. The time response table also shows that spoon had lower response
than the remaining objects. Time response can also be directly correlated to the size of
the curve, larger curve indicates more data which was obtained due to higher task
response time.
For the maximum and minimum distance table for each mode (Tables 4,5,6). The
curves that exceeded the operating range of Magic Leap, which is 0.37m, were
considered noise since the interaction with AR environment has been limited to the
operational range. The maximum and minimum distance table for each mode show that
the maximum distance was approximately half or 3/4th of the operational range indicating
that the subjects displaced the object closer to the center before returning it to their
original position. The maximum distance achieved towards y axis in most modes is fidget
spinner proving that overall majority of the subjects performed up and down motion. In
mode 2 and 3 subjects 3 and 4 had fidget spinner for maximum x axis response as well
this is due to the confusion in task to perform for fidget spinner. The spoon had minimum
distance in most cases this can be due to the rotation of the object around its axis (a
property assigned to the spoon object via direct manipulation script.) being perceived as
motion by the subject, therefore the subject thought they displaced the object, but the
object might have had very little physical movement in the augmented reality
environment.
The low field view (70 degrees) of the glove does not give us room to expand
during leading the subject to vigorously turn their heads to find the objects and causing
plots which are with reference to head pose to vary. By correlating time response and
maximum and minimum distance it is shown that fidget spinner had the most noise this
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is due to the object being located below which led to head pose movement and late
collider detection which led to a collision between the hand and object colliders
(interaction of colliders triggers a response.)
The adaptability of human subject to the AR-based rehabilitation system is
summarized as follows: 1. The high response rate of mode 1 (98.4%) indicates that the
subjects to interact and adapt to AR at ease. 2. the low response of mode 2 (78.4%) and
3 (46.7%) indicate that the AR system needs to improve in detecting soft robotic glove
actuators. The task responses indicate that the pick and place tasks are more adaptable
than pinch and roll tasks. The object trajectory of subject 1 depicts that the subjects were
able to perform the tasks according to the instructed trajectory. The time taken to perform
tasks shows the delay due to AR in mode 2 and additional delay due to Simulink in mode
3. The minimum and maximum distance for each subject and mode depict the adaptability
of each subject with respect to task and mode.
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6. CONCLUSION
Stroke is the major cause of motor disability in America [1]. Approximately 80% of
stroke cases have led to motor impairments [5]. Among the upper limb impairment cases,
most of the subjects also experience hand paresis. The most utilized rehabilitation
method for hand paresis is physiotherapy, but physiotherapy has a low supply vs demand
and is not highly economical. The motor rehabilitation solution developed using
technology are known as robotic exoskeletons. Soft robotic exoskeletons have proven to
be effective in motor rehabilitation by applying pressure on the actuators using pneumatic
pump. Game-based rehabilitation using virtual reality and augmented reality are
researched and utilized to motivate a patient for effective rehabilitation proving that
motivation plays a crucial role in overall quality of rehabilitation. Augmented reality is
proven through research to have lesser lag time and higher visual quality [12] in
comparison to virtual reality. However, although most game-based rehabilitation systems
utilize mixed reality with virtual reality controls due to augmented reality being relatively
new in rehabilitation research. The objective of this thesis is to study the adaptability of
human subjects with augmented reality (AR) and pneumatic soft robotic glove-based
rehabilitation system by recording human subjects’ response during four repetitive
activities of daily living (ADL) (2 pick and place tasks, two pinch and rotate tasks) tasks
done in three different modes of assistance. A game was developed for the augmented
reality headset where four objects with hand tracking interaction capabilities (water bottle,
fork, fidget spinner, slider) were made. The experiment was performed by 4 healthy male
subjects who were told to perform three modes 1) non-assistive 2) partially assistive and
3) fully assistive. In non-assistive the subject does the gestures directed by hand tracking
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in repetition. In semi-assistive mode the subjects perform exercise by performing an intent
gesture that the soft robotic glove recognizes and helps complete. In assistive mode, the
robotic glove performs the gesture with the instructions of a stimulation.
The data is processed using MATLAB and Microsoft Excel. The position data was
plotted in MATLAB to form a trajectory for each mode. The average time response to
perform the task by each subject was calculated using sample data and the minimum and
maximum distance achieved by the subject were also obtained and tabulated. The results
indicate that the non-assistive mode was the easiest to perform while the semi assistive
mode was the hardest and had least success. The high response of the non-assistive
(mode 1) mode indicates that the subjects were able to interact with augmented reality at
ease and the decreasing response to mode 2 and 3 are due to system delays indicating
that actuator detection needs to be improved in the augmented reality system. The object
that has the most success was bottle (90%) and the object that had the least success
was spoon (55%), which indicates that the subjects can better interact with pick and place
objects vs pinch and rotate objects. The time taken for tasks indicates lesser time
available for tasks after delay as mode progress which indicates improvements to be done
in AR hand tracking for soft robotic glove and Simulink control system. The maximum and
minimum distance depict the adaptability of each subject with respect to task and mode.
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7. FUTURE WORK
The main drawback of the experiment was the irregularity in trajectories, a solution
to that might be to create a perimeter around the objects to contain movements. The
object position can be better arranged in the view to make grabbing the object comfortable
for the subject.
To create a seamless human-machine interface system, it is important to have a
system that can work around customizations. Magic Leap has advanced AR systems, but
the AR systems need to be more flexible to accommodate multiple applications. The
Magic Leap drawback was the lack of recognition of the actuators in the Magic Leap
system, this might be solved with an option to make the machine learn the actuator key
points which would then after some data processing learn to recognize the object. The
view of the Magic Leap One headset is 70 diagonal degrees which is half of the standard
VR headsets Magic Leap 2 has increased its view to 80-90 diagonal degrees so replacing
Magic Leap headset might solve view related issues. The object collider sensitivity can
be lowered to avoid hand and object collider collisions. The object features sensitivity can
also be lowered in game development to avoid rotation of objects like spoon on their own
axis.
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APPENDIXES
A. HAND TRACKING SCRIPT WITH UDP
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using

UnityEngine;
UnityEngine.UI;
UnityEngine.XR.MagicLeap;
MagicLeap.Core.StarterKit;
System.Collections;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.Collections.Specialized;
System.Diagnostics;
System;
System.Text;
System.Net;
System.Net.Sockets;
System.Threading;

namespace MagicLeap
{
/// <summary>
/// Class outputs to input UI.Text the most up to date gestures
/// and confidence values for each of the hands.
/// </summary>
public class HandTrackingExample : MonoBehaviour
{
Vector3 pos;
string message;
private static int localport;
private string IP;
public int port;
IPEndPoint remoteEndPoint;
UdpClient client;
// Start is called before the first frame update
void Start()
{
IP = "127.0.0.1"; //lab com ip 156.26.45.21 ; jsky is 154.9.128.66
//port = 5100;
remoteEndPoint = new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(IP), port);
client = new UdpClient();

}
[SerializeField, Tooltip("Text to display gesture status to.")]
private Text _statusText = null;
/// <summary>
/// Validates fields.
/// </summary>
void Awake()
{
if (_statusText == null)
{
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UnityEngine.Debug.LogError("Error: HandTrackingExample._statusText is not
set, disabling script.");
enabled = false;
return;
}
}
/// <summary>
/// Polls the Gestures API for up-to-date confidence values.
/// </summary>
void Update()
{
string message =
MLHandTracking.Right.KeyPose.ToString(); //pos.x.ToString("f3") + " , " +
pos.y.ToString("f3") + " , " + pos.z.ToString("f3");
byte[] data = Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(message);
client.Send(data, data.Length, remoteEndPoint);
UnityEngine.Debug.Log(message);
#if PLATFORM_LUMIN
_statusText.text += string.Format(
"<color=#dbfb76><b>{0}</b></color>\n<color=#dbfb76>{1}</color>: {2}\n{3}%
{4}\n\n<color=#dbfb76>{5}</color>: {6}\n{7}% {8}",
LocalizeManager.GetString("HandsData"),
LocalizeManager.GetString("Left"),
MLHandTracking.Left.KeyPose.ToString(),
(MLHandTracking.Left.HandKeyPoseConfidence * 100.0f).ToString("n0"),
LocalizeManager.GetString("Confidence"),
LocalizeManager.GetString("Right"),
MLHandTracking.Right.KeyPose.ToString(),
(MLHandTracking.Right.HandKeyPoseConfidence * 100.0f).ToString("n0"),
LocalizeManager.GetString("Confidence"));
#endif
}
}
}

B. STIMULATION SCRIPT
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using

UnityEngine;
System.Collections;
UnityEngine.UI;
System;
System.Text;
System.Net;
System.Net.Sockets;
System.Threading;

public class HandPos : MonoBehaviour
{
public float onTime;
public float offTime;
public int numFlashes;
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public string IP = "127.0.0.1"; //156.26.45.21, 255.255.255.255, 127.0.0.1
private int port = 8010;
UdpClient client;
IPEndPoint remoteEndPoint;
// Message to be sent
//public string strMessageSend = "";
public
public
public
public

GameObject
GameObject
GameObject
GameObject

private
private
private
private
public
public
public
public

GameObject
GameObject
GameObject
GameObject

private
private
private
private
int
int
int
int

Renderer
Renderer
Renderer
Renderer

Text
Text
Text
Text

handPosOne;
handPosTwo;
handPosThree;
handPosFour;
rendOne;
rendTwo;
rendThree;
rendFour;
textOne;
textTwo;
textThree;
textFour;

one;
two;
three;
four;

counterOne = 0;
counterTwo = 0;
counterThree = 0;
counterFour = 0;

int total = 1;
int i;
int num;
public void Start()
{
init();
rendOne = handPosOne.gameObject.GetComponent<Renderer>();
rendTwo = handPosTwo.gameObject.GetComponent<Renderer>();
rendThree = handPosThree.gameObject.GetComponent<Renderer>();
rendFour = handPosFour.gameObject.GetComponent<Renderer>();
rendOne.enabled = false;
rendTwo.enabled = false;
rendThree.enabled = false;
rendFour.enabled = false;
one = textOne.gameObject.GetComponent<Text>();
two = textTwo.gameObject.GetComponent<Text>();
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three = textThree.gameObject.GetComponent<Text>();
four = textFour.gameObject.GetComponent<Text>();
one.enabled = false;
two.enabled = false;
three.enabled = false;
four.enabled = false;
}

StartCoroutine("Wait");

private void init()
{
print("UDP Object init()");
remoteEndPoint = new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(IP), port);
client = new UdpClient();
}
void Update()
{
//total = counterOne + counterTwo + counterThree + counterFour + counterFive +
counterSix + counterSeven;

}

/*
if (total == numFlashes*8)
{
Application.Quit();
}
*/

IEnumerator Wait()
{
yield return (new WaitForSeconds(5));
StartCoroutine("Flash");
}
IEnumerator Flash()
{
while (total <= numFlashes *5)
{
i = UnityEngine.Random.Range(1, 5);
switch (i)
{
case 1: //Pos 1
if (counterOne < numFlashes)
{
counterOne = counterOne + 1;
Debug.Log("Pos One " + counterOne);
Debug.Log("Total = " + total);
total = total + 1;
//sendData("1");
num = 1;
string message = num.ToString();
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byte[] data = Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(message);
client.Send(data, data.Length, remoteEndPoint);
Debug.Log(message);
rendOne.enabled = true;
one.enabled = true;
yield return (new WaitForSeconds(onTime));
//sendData("f");
/*data = Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes("f");
client.Send(data, data.Length, remoteEndPoint);*/
rendOne.enabled = false;
one.enabled = false;
yield return (new WaitForSeconds(offTime +
UnityEngine.Random.Range(0.5f, 1.0f)));
break;
}
else
{
break;
}
case 2: //Pos 2
if (counterTwo < numFlashes)
{
counterTwo = counterTwo + 1;
Debug.Log("Pos Two " + counterTwo);
Debug.Log("Total = " + total);
total = total + 1;
//sendData("2");
num = 2;
string message = num.ToString();
byte[] data = Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(message);
client.Send(data, data.Length, remoteEndPoint);
Debug.Log(message);
rendTwo.enabled = true;
two.enabled = true;
yield return (new WaitForSeconds(onTime));
//sendData("f");
/* data = Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes("f");
client.Send(data, data.Length, remoteEndPoint);*/
rendTwo.enabled = false;
two.enabled = false;
yield return (new WaitForSeconds(offTime +
UnityEngine.Random.Range(0.5f, 1.0f)));
break;
}
else
{
break;
}
case 3: //Pos 3
if (counterThree < numFlashes)
{
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counterThree = counterThree + 1;
Debug.Log("Pos Three " + counterThree);
Debug.Log("Total = " + total);
total = total + 1;
//sendData("3");
num = 3;
string message = num.ToString();
byte[] data = Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(message);
client.Send(data, data.Length, remoteEndPoint);
Debug.Log(message);
rendThree.enabled = true;
three.enabled = true;
yield return (new WaitForSeconds(onTime));
//sendData("f");
/*data = Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes("f");
client.Send(data, data.Length, remoteEndPoint);*/
rendThree.enabled = false;
three.enabled = false;
yield return (new WaitForSeconds(offTime +
UnityEngine.Random.Range(0.5f, 1.0f)));
break;
}
else
{
break;
}
case 4: //Pos 4
if (counterFour < numFlashes)
{
counterFour = counterFour + 1;
Debug.Log("Pos Four " + counterFour);
Debug.Log("Total = " + total);
total = total + 1;
//sendData("4");
num = 4;
string message = num.ToString();
byte[] data = Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(message);
client.Send(data, data.Length, remoteEndPoint);
Debug.Log(message);
rendFour.enabled = true;
four.enabled = true;
yield return (new WaitForSeconds(onTime));
//sendData("f");
/* data = Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes("f");
client.Send(data, data.Length, remoteEndPoint);*/
rendFour.enabled = false;
four.enabled = false;
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yield return (new WaitForSeconds(offTime +
UnityEngine.Random.Range(0.5f, 1.0f)));
break;
}
else
{
break;
}
}
}
}
/*
string message = num.ToString();
byte[] data = Encoding.UTF8.GetBytes(message);
client.Send(data, data.Length, remoteEndPoint);
*/
/* private void sendData(string message)
{
Debug.Log("Send " + message);
try
{
byte[] data = Encoding.UTF8.GetBytes(message);
client.Send(data, data.Length, remoteEndPoint);

}*/

}
catch (Exception err)
{
print(err.ToString());
}

}

C. DATA FILTERING AND PLOTTING MATLAB SCRIPT
x= s4t3S4(:,1);
y= s4t3S4(:,2);
z= s4t3S4(:,3);
a= 1506;
b= 1536;
c= 1508;
d= 1570;
e= 7408;
f= 7489;
g= 8493;
h= 8515;
i= 7038;
j= 7048;
xfs1= x(a:b);
yfs1= y(a:b);
zfs1 = z(a:b);

%x is the data you import for eg sub2(:,1)
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xfs2= x(c:d);
yfs2= y(c:d);
zfs2 = z(c:d);
xfs3= x(e:f);
yfs3= y(e:f);
zfs3= z(e:f);
xfs4= x(g:h);
yfs4= y(g:h);
zfs4= z(g:h);
xfs5= x(i:j);
yfs5= y(i:j);
zfs5= z(i:j);
SampleRate = 100;
FilterFrequency = 3; %Hz
Wn = FilterFrequency/(SampleRate/2);
[B, A] = butter(1,Wn,'low');
xfilt = filtfilt(B,A,xfs1);
yfilt = filtfilt(B,A,yfs1);
zfilt = filtfilt(B,A,zfs1);
FilterFrequency = 3; %Hz
Wn = FilterFrequency/(SampleRate/2);
[B, A] = butter(1,Wn,'low');
xfilt1 = filtfilt(B,A,xfs2);
yfilt1 = filtfilt(B,A,yfs2);
zfilt1 = filtfilt(B,A,zfs2);
FilterFrequency = 3; %Hz
Wn = FilterFrequency/(SampleRate/2);
[B, A] = butter(1,Wn,'low');
xfilt2 = filtfilt(B,A,xfs3);
yfilt2 = filtfilt(B,A,yfs3);
zfilt2 = filtfilt(B,A,zfs3);
FilterFrequency = 3; %Hz
Wn = FilterFrequency/(SampleRate/2);
[B, A] = butter(1,Wn,'low');
xfilt3 = filtfilt(B,A,xfs4);
yfilt3 = filtfilt(B,A,yfs4);
zfilt3 = filtfilt(B,A,zfs4);
FilterFrequency = 3; %Hz
Wn = FilterFrequency/(SampleRate/2);
[B, A] = butter(1,Wn,'low');
xfilt4 = filtfilt(B,A,xfs5);
yfilt4 = filtfilt(B,A,yfs5);
zfilt4 = filtfilt(B,A,zfs5);
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close all
figure
%plot3(xaxis,yaxis,zaxis)
hold on;
%a = plot3(xfs1,yfs1,zfs1);
q=plot3(xfilt,yfilt,zfilt);
u= plot3(xfilt1,yfilt1,zfilt1);
e= plot3(xfilt2,yfilt2,zfilt2);
r= plot3(xfilt3,yfilt3,zfilt3);
t= plot3(xfilt4,yfilt4,zfilt4);
legend([q,u,e,r,t],'i1','i2','i3','i4','i5')
title('fidget spinner s4t3')
xlabel('x(m)')
ylabel('y(m)')
hold off;
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